
Evans and I are back in Scotland at present.  It’s great to spend time with family 
and friends and to visit some of our supporters, without which we can not do the 
work of Mwana Ministries.  
As we look back on the year we truly have so much to thank God for.  
In September we finished the final payment on the purchase of a one acre piece of 
land for our proposed studio and home.  To secure the piece of land we started 
building a boundary wall and so far we have completed one end of the wall and a 
guard room- for security of building materials etc.   
For the past three years we have lived in a rented property, which works as a 
home, office and studio for filming all of Tommy Time.  This is far from convenient 
and therefore having our own studio will make production of Tommy Time much 
easier.  The studio will be 15m x 9m, by 6m high, giving flexibility to film puppets 
with the puppeteers standing which should help the puppetry be even more lifelike.   
We also have the vision to do other children’s programmes and a youth 
programme.  There is still no one else producing programmes for children or young 
people in Zambia. 
Having our own studio and home is an exciting prospect, but it is going to take time 
and money.   Since starting Mwana Ministries in 2011, we have seen God’s hand 
faithfully providing for all our needs, therefore we have no doubt that He will also 
provide what is needed for the building project.    

“How amazing are the deeds of the LORD! All who delight in him should 
ponder them. Everything he does reveals his glory and majesty.  

His righteousness never fails.”  Psalm 111 v2,3
Amazing are the deeds of the Lord!  His 
faithfulness is never ending.  In April our car 
engine was badly damaged and we needed to buy 
a car.  Amazingly the money came in and we 
ordered a new car from Japan.  It took until 
September to arrive but the waiting was worth it, 
as we got the car we needed!  In addition to the 
car we have recently bought a trailer for carrying 
the PA equipment into the compounds where we 

hold Mwana Mission.  The generator that we bought in June has proven to be 
indispensable!  In August the power cuts were increased to 8hours every day, with 
every third day having no power for 16hrs and the situation has worsening further 
since we left in mid November. Our generator helped to keep the computers and 
camera’s working, but really life with out normal power is a struggle - as you can 
imagine!  We are praying that Zambia will experience enough rains during these 
summer months to help replenish the water so that enough hydropower can be 
produced for the whole nation of Zambia and Zimbabwe! 
Back in July we finished working on our 
second Sunday School teachers book called 
“God’s Talk Time 2”.  A big thank you to Janice 
Ross who spent literally hundreds of hours 
writing the lesson plans, and Chris Bennett 
who assisted in the illustrations.  The material 
includes Tommy Time 2 on DVD, lesson plans 
for the Sunday School teacher and 
photocopiable worksheets for the children.  
Unfortunately since finishing the book we have never had sufficient funds to print 
the needed 500 copies at a cost of £1300.  Well amazingly, a printing company 
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here in Scotland has offered to print the 500 copies for us, for free!  Praise God, 
another miracle of provision. 
Whilst in Scotland, Evans is mastering the audio of Tommy Time series 3.  We still 
await the contract from ZNBC (Zambia) for the third series.  ZBC (Zimbabwe) have 
already given us a contract, but we need to secure a buyer for the advertising airtime 
before we go ahead with signing the contract and giving them the programme.  We 
have also had a breakthrough with Malawi.   A new TV station called ‘MTV’ has opened, 
they are broadcasting nationwide and are very keen to show Tommy Time!   They will 
start with showing TT1 in January.  
Zambia’s National Association of Media Arts hold an annual award ceremony to 
recognise excellence within the industry.  Tommy Time was nominated for the Best TV 
Series.   Unfortunately we didn't win but it was nice to be recognised among the top TV 
series in the country. 
During November we took a trip down to England to speak at Kingdom Faith Church in 
Horsham, where I had attended bible college in 2001/2.  Whilst in Horsham, Svetla and 
her husband Nicola came from Bulgaria to visit us.  Svetla and I had studied at the bible 
school together and served on the mission field for 
5years together.  It was a special reunion! 
On our way north we stopped in Manchester to visit 
our dear friends Mark and Simone Walker who were 
also students with us at Kingdom Faith.  Mark 
arranged for Evans and I to meet a friend of his, 
who is a producer from the CBeebies at the BBC in 
Manchester.  This was very exciting, he took great 
interest in our work and gave us some some 
valuable advice about how we can improve what we 
are doing.  One of the things he suggested that we do, 
is to start a youtube channel.  Youtube is one means of reaching across nations and 
continents through the work of Tommy Time.  So we have opened a new channel called 
TommyTimeTV.  It is still under construction but we are kindly asking that you would 
assist us by watching the new Tommy Time Three trailer and subscribing to follow us.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hV0IZWPGIwY   The more viewers we get, the 
more accessible Tommy Time will become for others on the web.  
Mwana Ministries also has regular updates on youtube but for a different target 
audience.  Click the link below to watch the last Mwana Mission of 2015.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TYACkZIa7mA
Mwana Mission will restart in April after the rainy season!  We thank God for the many 
children who have given their lives to Jesus and are growing in the knowledge of the 
Lord.
The Mwana Action children are doing well.  Mercy Kabunda has passed her grade 7 
exams and will progress into grade 8 (secondary school).  Jones Musonda has been 
accepted to study nursing at University and Mwana Action has committed to support  

Jones through his four years degree.  We 
are excited to see Jones excelling into 
further education.
We currently have Tommy Time T-shirts 
available for purchase at £10 each. If 
you would like a T-shirt please get in  
touch. 
A big thank you to everyone who has 

supported Mwana Ministries over this past year.   We are so grateful for everyone who 
in some way encourages us to continue the work we do.  God Bless you all.   Wishing 
you a blessed and prosperous 2016. 

Janey & Evans

 Mwana Ministries
• Wisdom, protection, strength, 

health and creativity for Janey & 
Evans.

• Finances to cover the completion 
of building the boundary wall.

Mwana Media 
• Creative mind for Evans as he 

masters the audio on TT3.
• Holy Spirits leading on scripts for 

TT4
• Finances to purchase of new 

lights and monitor.
• Sourcing a buyer for advertising 

airtime in Zimbabwe.
• Open doors into Kenya, Tanzania 

and South Africa for TT.
• Protection on all the filming 

equipment and footage.
 Mwana Mission 

• During the rainy season Mwana 
Mission has stopped but pray for 
protection for all the children who 
attend Mwana Mission in Chipata, 
Chazanga and Kalingalinga.

• Finances to employ a full time 
Mwana Mission worker and/or 
missionary to establishing Mwana 
Mission in new compounds.

• Book launch for GTT2.

Mwana Action. 
• Health and wisdom as the 

children progress in their studies 
at school.

• Jones Musonda starts University 
in January in Lusaka. 

• Mercy Kabunda enters a new 
school into Grade 8.
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